
 As everyone knows, parity in an event cannot be perfectly respected
because many ladies register without a rider to dance and enjoy the
evening. Forcing registrations as a couple seems to us, inappropriate and
at the antipodes of our values. 

For this new edition, we have chosen to offer you 8 persons. 
 

1/ Selection:

The Taxi-dancers that we have chosen are dancers passionate about
Argentine Tango, who will offer time, kindness and put their talent at
disposal to accompany the dancers without partners during our event. 

Their commitment for the duration of the 50 hours of ball plus, a part of
the classes is important, energetic and will ask them a lot, even though
they will have time to rest in a privileged place by the sea.

They are all volunteers who participate voluntarily and, like all
participants, must be treated with elegance, tact, and courtesy. 

2/ their roles:
They have a mission of accompanying the dancers alone but are not
obliged to chain the tandas one after the other, since each one of us,
during milongas, gives himself the necessary breaks to go until the end of
the ball.

They are committed to offer an experienced and comfortable Tango,
without eccentricity.

They accept to be invited by the dancers and can also invite other
dancers accompanied by a partner.

They will be present at all evening milongas without the obligation to
participate in the afternoon milongas.
Their presence in the afternoons will be voluntary and in the same way as
any other participant. 
They will be under the responsibility of the organizers who will ensure the
smooth running of the ball. 

3/How to dance with a taxi-dancer:

So that each dancer who registers alone for the
event (without a partner), can dance during the balls
we have set up a way to ensure a minimum of 5
tandas per ball.

She will be given 5 coupons in their name for
each evening.

This coupon must be given to the taxi-dancer of her
choice to enjoy the tanda.
When the dancer has exhausted her coupons, she
will have to use the mirada and the cabeceo like the
other dancers to promote her desire to dance to
the dancers whether they are taxi-dancers or
participants. 
At the end of the evening, the organizers will collect
the coupons from each taxi-dancer to check that
the system is working properly.  

Advices for single ladies:
If you are a lady without a date, do not gather in a
corner of the ballroom with other single ladies: it is
delicate and difficult as a man to invite a lady among
the ladies without offending or creating confusion.
Be smiling and don't hesitate to invite the
gentlemen even if it is out of the milongas customs. 
The organizers will be vigilant to ensure that the ball
is a place for sharing and will be able to respond to
any malfunctions that they may witness. 
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